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Hidden Lakes Elementary, a K-4 campus of approximately 420 students within the Keller Independent School District, 
opened its doors in the year 2000.  Since that time, while the student population has surged to over 800 students and then 
leveled to the more consistent population of today, the campus has remained the center of a unique community that was 
specifically designed to attract families.  With high parent and community expectations and a very low mobility rate, we 
are offered many advantages, as well as, some distinct challenges.  

As we began our transformational process, trust in our leadership and staff was essential.  We have spent years building 
a culture where all students, their parents, and the community are valued and active participants in our day to day work.  
HLES is deeply aligned with the Visioning Document context of “a school is a safe haven for students physically and 
emotionally, where students and teachers feel liberated to develop and nurture the whole person.”  Our work in this area 
included:

 Training and building wide implementation of 
o Love and Logic 
o Great Expectations
o R.O.C.K. – Reaching Out with Character and Kindness  (II.k)

 A robust character education program that includes daily Words of Wisdom, monthly recognition of character 
qualities, a student leadership group (LASSO), and Principal’s Pride student recognition program  (II.c & II.d)

 Expansion of specialized classrooms to meet the learning needs of multiple intelligences (II.d)
o Sensory Lab
o Discovery Room designed for Kindergarteners
o Special Education units - Life Skills & STARS
o KHLE studio for our student produced morning show

 An active partnership with our PTA that includes joint decision making, philanthropic initiatives with Patriot Paws, 
Community Storehouse, Legacy Retirement Center, DFW fire fighters, and a campaign to promote our advocacy 
for our public schools - Love letters to Austin (III.l & VI.c)

 Development of a strong campus Leadership Team, built on the principles of collegiality and continuous 
improvement (III.k)

One of the unique characteristics regarding the HLES staff is that they have never been satisfied with the status quo and 
have embraced change, as a team, many times over.  After establishing a strong cultural foundation, our intentional 
transformational process began in 2013.  While our progress has touched all areas of the Visioning Document, our focus 
has been largely concentrated in Article II: The Learning Standards and Article V: Organizational Transformation.  The 
Hidden Lakes stakeholders believe that “when competent caring teachers provide properly designed learning experiences 
in inspiring social environments, all students will engage and can meet or exceed” learning expectations.

In 2013 we began to look for and establish our problem of practice and utilized a laser focused approach to increase the 
level of student discourse in our classrooms.  This work included:

 Development of Instructional Rounds Teams – internal and external (III.i)
 Development of a student discourse rubric and data gathering method (III.d & III.i)
 Training and implementation of Essential Questions, as designed by McTighe and Wiggins (II.i)
 Establishment of “Think Tank” designed for teacher/administrator collaboration and planning (II.i)
 Alignment of Campus Improvement Plan goals and teacher goals to our focused purpose (IV.h)



In 2015, our work expanded to include the Engage2Learn Model (ELM), used in every classroom, in all grade levels, 
across the campus.  We began our journey with extensive summer training and coaching during the planning phases.  
Teachers have been given additional days throughout the past three years in order to plan and collaborate with each 
other and specialized coaches.  ELM planning was prioritized and has driven all decision making during this time.  
Through this standards based, engaged model, “learning has to be specified to the “profound level”, that is, students are 
able to apply their learning to new situations, to synthesize, solve problems, create knowledge, and cultivate and utilize 
the full range of their capabilities.  Standards tap curiosity and imagination in the traditional academic core, aesthetic, and 
skill areas.” (II.b & II.e)

Our work in this area has included:

 Development of specialized instruction that allows for student goal setting, self-assessment, accountability, and 
choice (III.j)

 Establishing a future ready skill at each grade level that will spiral from K-4 (II.c & II.l)
 Development of challenge briefs that are authentic and have real World value (II.b &II.f)
 Establishing relationships with experts outside of the school and beyond our community (II.l)
 Empowering students to do the learning work with teachers acting as facilitators (I.h)
 Restructuring our physical environment to include white board tables, Chromebooks, and flexible seating in 

every classroom (I.a)
 Student designing  -  ELM Showcase Night and a Fourth Grade ELM Museum (III.d & IV.f)
 Development of a Career & Experts resource manual made up of our parents and community members – 

available to teachers during planning of ELM units (I.h & III.l) 
 Restructuring of faculty meetings and learning time – teachers meet with administrators and instructional 

coaches every Think Tank Tuesday during planning time, eliminating after school meetings (II.i & III.k & IV.a)
 Embedding project based learning elements throughout our planning of all subject areas and teaching explicit 

skills in researching (I.a & II.b)

As a result of our efforts to transform our learning environment at Hidden Lakes, students’ confidence, authentic 
engagement, and ownership of their learning has soared.  Higher measurements of student discourse, verbalization of 
learning expectations, and success criteria have been noted on teacher observations and walk through data.  Parents 
report exciting learning conversations at home and surveys indicate high satisfaction and support of our initiatives.  
Because students are more confident in their ability to communicate, collaborate, think critically, and analyze problems for 
a variety of solutions, test scores have also improved.  Most importantly, students who have struggled academically or 
socially in the past have found avenues in which to discover and utilize their talents to successfully contribute to their 
groups’ task, creating a truly inclusive learning environment for every student. (II.d)

It is my honor to serve the Hidden Lakes Elementary community and take part in the transformation of our campus.  It is 
with great humility that I submit this application for your consideration for the 2018 Schools Transforming Learning 
Designation.  

Melanie L. Graham, HLES Principal Dr. Rick Westfall, KISD Superintendent

Link to HLES in Action Video:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kU_8VkD-ncM
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